
To discover the answers you want … 

Find your purpose! 
 

Are you having trouble motivating yourself? Do 

you find it difficult to do the things you know 

you need to do? Are you  continually negotiating 

the price you need to pay to be healthier, happier 

and more successful? Do you often 

procrastinate? Do you lack energy? Are you in the 

habit of comparing yourself to others and 

coming up short? Do you often wonder what is 

wrong with you? Would you like to know what it 

takes to find the answer to all these questions? 

 
Viktor Frankl was a courageous holocaust survivor and author of the best-selling book Man’s 

Search for Meaning. He learned in his 3 years of incarceration, after losing his parents, his brother 
and his wife to the Nazi’s, the answer to the questions I’ve posed. In his book he cites research 
from Johns Hopkins University: 
 

- Asked what they considered ‘very important’ to them now, 16% of the 

people surveyed checked ‘making a lot of money’. 78% said their first goal 

was ‘finding a meaning and purpose to my life.’ 

 
In his book, Frankl goes on to say, ‘what man actually needs … is not a tensionless state but rather 

the striving and struggling for a worthwhile goal, a freely chosen task. Being human always points, 

and is directed, to something, or someone, other than oneself.’ He writes. ‘The more one forgets 

himself – by giving himself to a cause to serve or another person to love – the more human he is, 

and the more he actualizes himself.’ He then goes on to say, ‘and it begins with the question 

‘Why?’’ 

 
My hero in life is not someone who invented life changing 
technology, not someone who is a star of stage and screen, 
not a high achieving athlete and not even one of the great 
leaders of our time. My hero is my late mother Sue. Why? 
Because she found her purpose and by doing so, she 
transformed her own life and consequently changed the lives 
of many other people … and will continue to do so for many 
years to come.  
 
Her purpose was found in a moment of desperation. It came to her at a time when her life was 
threatened by cancer. It came to her well after her initial diagnosis and treatment of breast 
cancer … when she thought it had been cured. It came to her after secondary cancer was 
diagnosed in her liver … when she was given a gloomy prognosis and only a couple more years 
to live. It came to her when she asked herself ‘why do I want to live?’ … it forced her to think 
about the purpose for her life and her reason for being. 
 

 

 



You see, in the end it wasn’t about her or her own life … it was about the people she loved, the 
things she wanted to do and the time she wanted to spend with them. It was this purpose that 
fuelled her passion, determination and resilience. It was this purpose – one greater than herself - 
which gave her the courage to turn a 2-year death sentence in a 15-year journey of wellness, joy 
and inspiration. It was this mission which changed many lives and will continue to change lives 
for generations to come. Sue Jobling is, and will always be, my greatest hero. 
 

Don’t wait for desperation … discover your purpose today. 
For me; my purpose – my ‘why?’ - is to spread the word and inspire people to live their best life 
possible. It is my greatest desire that you start today, live the life you were destined to live and 
make the positive impact on the world you’re meant to make … that is my mission! What’s 
yours? It’s inside of you and will just take some self reflection to find it … please don’t wait for a 
desperate moment to discover it. Look for and find it now! 
 
Once you’ve found it everything will change! You’ll no longer struggle to find motivation. You’ll 
joyfully do the things you need to do and you’ll stop negotiating the price. You’ll have more 
energy than you could ever believe is possible. You’ll automatically make better choices about 
your health, your relationships and your finances. Your purposeful focus will inspire you to take 
immediate and daily action and …what others are doing around you will be of no consequence 
to your mission in life! 
 
Do you currently have trouble dragging yourself out of bed and going to work each day? Find 
your purpose and immediately you’ll see your job through through a different filter and you’ll 
approach it with refreshed energy. Alternatively your purpose will inspire you to make the 
change you’ve been wanting to make for years. Then, see how quickly things transform … see 
how you will start bouncing out of bed every day excited for new possibilities and movement 
towards fulfilling that purpose. 

 
Are you finding it hard to make those nagging decisions about 
exercise, smoking, food choices, drinking water and the other 
things that impact your wellbeing? Find your purpose and you’ll 
immediately understand the importance of your health and 
wellbeing … you’ll magically start to make better choices and 
break habits that you’ve struggled with for years! 
 

What is really stopping you writing your book, starting your business, mending that important 
relationship or making better financial decisions? It doesn’t even matter! Just find your purpose, 
discover your reason for being and you will see how all those things, you’re currently struggling 
to attain, connect to help you realise this mission. Things will change … immediately and 
dramatically for the better. 
 
I’m not sure if I’m making this sound easier than it really is. The truth is that it will take some 
time, honesty and self-reflection to identify your purpose. Believe me … you do have one and 
when you identify it your life will change for the better forever.    
 
I often have to pinch myself to make sure I’m really awake and living this 
amazing life. It just doesn’t seem that long ago I was aimlessly struggling 
through the day, working 80+ hours each week just to make a living. My 
life changed 180° the moment I discovered my purpose. I saw it, I 
recognised it, I focussed on it, I pursued it and it lead me to a life that I am 
grateful for every day. My purpose keeps me moving forward, living my 
best life ever and loving every second. Yours will do the same for you! 
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